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ABSTRACT

This thesis provides a fundamental conceptual framework for a new paradigm of Music Education in South Africa. The main argument presented is for a new perspective to supplement and complement the Outcomes-based approach currently used in education: the complexity theory in Music Education and Music Technology perspective. In this the research seeks to overcome identified shortcomings of the past era’s curriculum philosophy of Music Education.

A democratic South Africa provides equal educational opportunity to all South Africans. Many of the values currently held in arts subjects in South Africa run contrary to this expectation. Music Education paradigms link directly with the following values of arts: drill and practice, performing, scientific management, and creative thinking models. The only curriculum that can exist in this environment depends on the two major factors that have always driven vocational education: task analysis based on outcomes and the material contexts primary to the course.

The curriculum in the emerging technology education paradigm bases its values on solid educational goals. Successful education focuses on problem solving, sensitive human relations, self-understanding, and the integration of one’s total experience into an educational system that aims toward self renewal and lifelong learning. The word “technology” conjures images of change and the future. The emerging technology education paradigm seeks to advance beyond the philosophy of Music Education as content. With technology and the outcomes-based approach as the charge, content will change as paradigm and society change.

Using the total school curriculum as a resource base, the new technology education paradigm lends credence to its philosophical position within the Outcomes-based approach adopted in the South African education system. The role of Music Technology in the 21st century has many social implications. Change is the key. All educational curriculum springs from some image of the future. If the image of the future held by a society is grossly inaccurate, its Music Education curriculum will betray its learners.

The research is predominantly a qualitative study that uses literature survey, an overview of different paradigms in education and music with particular reference to South African Music Education.
Keywords: Music Education, Music Technology, Outcomes-based Education, music curriculum, complexity theory, modern paradigm, postmodern paradigm, integrated approach, constructivist approach, interdisciplinary teaching
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